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Women who played sports were able to craft a new image of femininity and athleticism, and the association
between athletics and college was able to make sports acceptable and a central part of the image of progressive
women in the early s. Throughout the s, funding for and interest in women's basketball began to dramatically
increase as schools receiving federal funding began to come into compliance with new laws mandating a lack
of discrimination based on sex. The game was going to start at ten o'clock and my dad didn't want me to stay
awake to watch it. Also the main purpose of both is to put a ball into a netted goal. It was as if in seconds we
went from the stars of the state tournament to the embarrassments of it. The Benefits Of Genetic Engineering
Essay - Insurance companies may be biased against them and charge higher premiums, since they will be at
higher risk for health insurance claims, some of which could be very costly to the insurance companies,
reducing overall profit. The primary objective was to place a ball, without dribbling, into a peach basket. One
way to apply to health care providers that contract with employers, insurance companies, union trust fund,
third-party administrators, or others to provide medical care services at a reduced fee. Essay Topic: Women in
Love In the late 19th century, a thirty-one year old graduate, James Naismith, with great vision to create an
indoor pastime was given that very opportunity. By the early 19th century, many colleges had adopted
basketball as one of their sport. First year WNBA players make a minimum of 35, dollars per season, while
rookie NBA players make a minimum of , dollars per season womensbasketballonline. Although one would be
stereotyping, one would be right. A popular blog site poses the question why are WNBA game attendance
records so low? I remember when I was around six years old, there was a game on the t. Research suggests
that the male dominance of sports significantly undermines the legitimacy of the female athlete Messner, ;
Smith,  While soccer is more known world wide than basketball, basketball still maintains one of the top spot
in american popularity polls. I never put my clothes in my drawers, even though I have them. Three players
were assigned to each area guard, center, and forward and could not cross the line into another area. Junior
year we had a chance to win a state championship, but we lost that chance. The first official game of
basketball occurred on January 20, in Springfield, Massachusetts Faurschou. There has been some concern
about the reach of the sport after one governing body disallowed Muslim women playing in hijabs. She says
that schools in Finland believe in engaging more in creativity than taking standardized tests. When I did my
observations at the basketball gym, I witnessed the beginnings of friendships occur when teammates of the
opposing team I played against introduced themselves to their teammates. A player suggested the name of
basketball. Basketball has changed alot overtime and has become one of Americas most played sports. By , the
peach baskets were replaced with metal hoops and backboards. By the s the sport had attracted the notice the
International Olympic Committee , which added women's basketball as an official sport of the Olympic
Games in , the men debuted in  For most of its distance, the three-point line is 6. Through this paper I will be
examining the physics of dribbling and shooting. In the Michigan Initiative was approved, which meant
people of the same-sex could not marry one another. While he was attending the international YMCA Training
School School for Christian Workers in Springfield, Massachusetts, he was challenged by the Head of
Physical Education at the school to create an indoor game to distract students and keep them occupied during
the extremely cold winter of that area.


